On the Minds of the AO Detailers:
Want to extend on board your current sea duty command? Submit a Command endorsed 1306 to your Detailer 9 to 12 months before your PRD; don’t wait until your negotiation window, it will be too late! If interested in a back to back sea tours, keep in mind that it will be a full sea tour in accordance with your Sea/Shore flow.

On the Minds of the AO Detailers: pt 2
• Attention E4 - E9s: You must apply for billets within your paygrade and cannot negotiate one up one down. Be advised, the AO Detailers do not have a direct line: Call the customer service line at 1-866-827-5672 to reach our office.
• Coming off of a Limited Duty tour? You are an "immediate AVAIL" and is not eligible to apply for orders on CMS/ID. You need to contact your Detailer when fit for full duty.

On the Minds of the AO Detailers: pt 3
Interested in NEC 6813? At ship or shore station level, you must have held one of the following billets for at least 12 months at the E7 - E9 level: G or Weapons Division, 700 Division, Magazine Division, Ammunition Logistics Division, Departmental Leading Petty Officer, or Quality Assurance. Please contact your Detailer for more information.

On the Minds of the AO Detailers: pt 4
• Interested in accelerating your career through Recruiting or RDC Duty? E5 and above should contact the Detailers 12 to 9 months prior to PRD. Be Advised: E5s must have 2 years “Time in Rate” and a total of 6 years active service.
• Utilize CMS/ID when you enter your window!! The billets advertised are the only available billets to apply for while in your negotiation window, and we recommend you use all your applications.
• NAVADMIN 226/12; if you are not familiar with it and are approaching your negotiation window you are behind the power curve. Educate yourself and your Sailors with this NAVADMIN as it pertains to the detailing process.